Nepal Planet Treks &amp; Expedition P. Ltd.

Fixed Departure Paragliding in Pokhara &
Kathmandu- Cost & One day trip

Introduction
The main area for paragliding flying in Nepal is the Annapurna region Sarangkat in Pokhara and
Kathmandu as well, but more specifically the Pokhara valley. This lakeside town is Nepal’s second
“city”, nearest at the foot of the Annapurna Himalaya. but nowadays newly open starting the one of the
news style paragliding in Kathmandu Valley. So you can take a spirit feeling one of the wonderful
adventure thrilling trips to majestic explore around the Kathmandu and off course Pokhara valley with the
best scenery as well.
Here in Kathmandu, we have two sport for lies the paragliding. so as like one is called Lakure Bhanjyang,
which is taken to time around 30/40 minute drive to via car, it depends on the traffic jam and another one
call is the Godavari and it is nearby Patan city in Latipur Kathmandu. it is also the same distance and
nearly the same views and same adventure, so you can do anyone, let us we can be managed for you
regarding your plan and schedule with your time.
normally fly the paragliding, from morning 8:30 am too till 4:30 PM. if good weather. even Pokhara or
Kathmandu, but we would like to suggestions everyone, better do early morning or afternoon, evening
some time not sure, coz of the rain or wind other much more things happen in around evening in Nepal
weather focus nearly hilly area. Other option, if you take to paragliding early morning than day time you
are free and if you are anything desire or interesting for more activities in the city will be you get the time
and you will do more activities as well or if you enough time you will rest and relax after good views
with good local meals after paragliding.
So everyone welcome for the adventure paragliding in Nepal, now we have two places for Paragliding
(Kathmandu and Pokhara city)Both places are a nice and beautiful city with natural views. so you can
enjoy your valuable time where ever you want with amazing paragliding and other much more option.
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Trip Grade:

Challenging

Best Season

Sept - Nov & Mar - May

Elevation

2500m

Accomodation

Hotel

Group Size

1-40

Fix Departure

every days.

Itinerary Details
Day 01 : paragliding
We have everyday fly paragliding
08:30-Pickup 10:30-Flight
10:30-Pickup 12:30-Flight
12:30-Pickup 14:30-Flight
14:30-Pickup 16:30-Flight

Cost Includes
Two-way transportation rafting Point. Adventure drive to Paragliding Spot. 25 to 35 minutes Flight.
Photo and Video. Flight Insurance. Refreshment Drink.
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